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A�MESSAGE
FROM�THE
MAP
PRESIDENTS:

merry christmas cartographers!

it’s been a wild semester. but as much uncertainty and horror 2020

has offered, it’s been matched by your resilience, dedication, and

enthusiasm for advocacy. it’s our privilege to witness your ability to

stay positive and maintain hope for the future this semester amidst

some of the most challenging circumstances our program has ever

faced. amidst the setbacks, we’ve added two new divisions,

maintained a membership of 120 students, and expanded our

initiatives beyond anything we’ve done before.

thank you so much for your hard work and commitment this semester.

MAP exists and grows because you are dedicated to advocacy and

positive change in the world, and we are immensely grateful for all

that you do. 

now let's bid good riddance to 2020 and work for an even better

year in the spring.

stay healthy, stay safe, and enjoy your break. it is well deserved :)

with love, your presidents

emma and connor



VIRTUAL
LEGISLATIVE
MEETINGS

This semester, in-person legislative meetings were made impossible by the ongoing

pandemic. In response, MAP developed virtual legislative meetings, continuing to

meet with local legislators through an online format. These meetings proved

effective, with MAP members receiving an abundance of helpful feedback on our

legislation proposals and issue priorities. On 11.20, ten MAP members first met with

District 28 Assemblymember Evan Low, discussing how to work with Asm. Low to

reduce COVID-19's disproportionate displacement of migrant farmworkers and

cultivate a safer environment. On 12.1, thirteen MAP members had a meeting with

District 27 Assemblymember Ash Kalra, discussing various topics related to criminal

justice reform and environmental justice, as well as potential avenues for

supporting Asm. Kalra's works on such subjects in the State Legislature.

MAP members met

with 28th District

Assemblymember

Evan Low on

November 20.

On December 1st, MAP

members had the

opportunity to speak with

27th District

Assemblymember Ash Kalra.



A
REMAP

OF
ISSUE
TEAMS

CJR Awareness Week

Focused on how the criminal justice system impacts youth and the role it plays in institutional racism in

the United States

Created Mitty Minutes about how 2020 election would impact criminal justice system by outlining each

candidate’s proposed policies

Made infographics and posters displaying important statistics about the need for reform in the justice

system

Organized a speaker event with Ms. Lori Stone from the Northern California Innocence Project, who

discussed the work that the NCIP does to exonerate wrongfully incarcerated individuals, as well as

various issues regarding systemic racism in the criminal justice system

Researched legislation

Peace officers: use of force (AB 1022) - would require peace officers to immediately report excessive

force and to intercede when observing an offending officer’s excessive use of force

Peace Officers: certification: civil rights (SB 731) - would create a process for the state to decertify

law enforcement officers who have been convicted of certain crimes or terminated for misconduct

Worked with MAP's Mental Health Reform team on a policy proposal that addresses the inadequate

mental health training police officers undergo and 

Legislative meetings with 28th District Assemblymember Evan Low 

With Assemblymember Low: discussion on police union funding

With Assemblymember Kalra: discussion on AB 1022 (requires 

          the problem with police officers instead of mental health workers 

     responding to mental health emergency calls

     & 27th District Assemblymember Ash Kalra:

          peace officers to intervene and report instances of excessive 

         use of force), AB 1196 (prohibits police departments from 

         authorizing carotid restraints and choke holds), as well as 

         Asm. Kalra’s thoughts on police unions and a non-police response 

         to mental health crises with a focus on challenges to replacing 

         the current response system with a community policing model 

         that involves other responders like mental health experts or social 

         workers, especially in light of Gov. Newsom’s veto of the CRISES 

         Act, AB 2054.

The Criminal Justice Reform division of MAP advocates for vital

reforms to the criminal justice system, including increasing police

accountability, implementing fairer sentencing, and eliminating

socioeconomic partiality. They also spread awareness about the

fundamental failures of the criminal justice system, advocating for

change in hopes of rooting out racial and socioeconomic

discrimination. Throughout the semester, they have planned a variety

of speaker series and researched bills in favor of reforming the

system. To spread awareness about important issues, they have

created Mitty Minutes and content to share with other students.

CJR
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C O N T .

IMM

COVID-19 Relief

Drafted a policy proposal to include undocumented immigrants in the next pandemic

relief package

Brainstormed rebuttals for COVID-19 Undocumented Immigrants policy proposal,

including responses to budget concerns and prioritizing current American citizens

Awareness

Helped promote a speaker event from the City of Campbell Youth Commission on

immigration reform featuring speakers from the California Immigrant Policy Center

Created a subdivision focused on combating xenophobia within Mitty by working with

both MAPx and Mitty’s DEI initiative and strengthening accountability measures

Immigration Week

Started planning events to raise awareness for the problems that immigrants face, which

will end in a phone banking session open to all Mitty students

Planning Mitty Minutes about how difficult it is to obtain legal status  

Legislative meetings with 28th District Assemblymember Evan Low & 27th 

Discussion on greatest challenges 

Discussion on the impact of COVID-19 

          or citizenship and language barriers immigrants face

     District Assemblymember Ash Kalra:

          for protecting immigrant rights in 

          the 2020-21 legislative season amidst

          COVID surges, economic downturn, 

          and rising unemployment

          on agricultural laborers/migrant farm 

          workers, as well as gaps in the 

          California COVID-19 Farmworker

          Relief Package

During the past few years, immigration, especially undocumented

immigration, has become an extremely prevalent topic in America’s

political discourse. As a result, the Immigration division of MAP was

formed to advocate for the rights and needs of immigrants. The

Immigration division has explored many different ways of advocating

for immigrants’ rights, from legislative advocacy to direct action.

Whether it’s challenging xenophobic practices within our own

community at school or fighting for the rights of exploited migrant

farmworkers, the Immigration division is working to foster a world

where immigrants are able to feel included and treated humanely.
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ENV

Researched legislation

Worked on creating an Environmental Literacy proposal that would require environmental

education for grade-level students in California

Resource conservation: land and ocean conservation goals (AB 3030) - aims to conserve and

protect 30% of Californian land from urbanization and pollution by 2030

Climate Pollution Reduction in Low-Income Homes: grants (SB 1035) - would provide low income

households financial aid for the purchase of low-carbon-emitting appliances

Speaker Series

Worked with the Amah Mutsun Tribe to create a speaker presentation on environmental racism

Presentation discussed how environmental degradation can be mitigated by restoring indigenous

peoples’ rights to land management

Appeal for students to get involved by petitioning Santa Clara County to protect native Amah

Mutsun land through the Protect Juristac initiative

Environmental Mitty Minute Campaign

Developed a series of short videos for daily announcements to educate students about pressing

environmental issues

Videos aim to address reducing the effects of the holiday season on your carbon footprint,

learning how to properly recycle, the melting of ice caps, and the drastic impacts of wildfires

With the looming climate crisis facing our generation, it is crucial that

youth get involved and have their voices heard. MAP’s environmental

division team is working to raise awareness around environmental

injustices and create legislation that effectively addresses and

mitigates the effects of climate change. So far, the team has

researched and advocated for greater environmental literacy,

increased biodiversity protections, and making green products more

accessible. Additionally for this semester, the team has split into three

subdivisions, tackling the key components of a MAP Issue Team: Policy

Proposals, Bill Recommendations, and Educational Events.

Legislative meetings with 28th District Assemblymember

Evan Low & 27th District Assemblymember Ash Kalra:

With Assemblymember Low: Discussion on AB 3030, air

quality, and Governor Newsom’s climate policy—in

particular his executive order for the California Air

Resources Board to ban new gas-powered passenger

vehicles by 2035

With Assemblymember Kalra: Discussion on AB 3030,

indigenous communities and conservation, and

Governor Newsom’s climate policy—in particular his

executive order for the California Air Resources Board

to ban new gas-powered passenger vehicles by 2035
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MHR

Researched legislation

Created bill proposals to advocate for the following bills:

Mental health services for children and transitional age youth: oversight (AB 2579) - would require the

Mental Health Services Oversight and Accountability Commission (MHSOAC), the department responsible

for developing strategies to overcome stigma, to monitor school-based mental health outcomes

Immigrants’ Mental Health Act of 2020 (S 374) - requires the United States government to amend title

38 of the United States Code in order to expand health care and benefits from the Department of

Veterans Affairs for military sexual trauma, and for other purposes

Mental Health Care for Children Inhumanely Separated from Parents by the Federal Government Act of

2019 (HR 1336) - requires the federal government to ensure that children who are separated from their

parents at the border by the Department of Homeland Security receive mental health services for free

Grassroots Action

Created digital posters about mental illness awareness for Instagram campaigning

Researched mental health issues that impact players in the NFL and the NBA

Worked on a Mitty Minute about how mental health is often overlooked in athletics and included tips for

student athletes on how to prioritize well-being

Started organizing speaker event with representative from National Alliance on Mental Illness (NAMI), a non-

profit organization whose mission is to empower people living with mental health conditions through

education and support

Education

Partnered with Criminal Justice Reform on a policy proposal pertaining to mental health training in the

police force

Created mental health curriculum proposal about how to assess your own mental health and how to support

those around you

Classroom presentations will include preliminary quiz, statistics, Kahoot, and tips about discussing mental

health with friends and family

Teaching distress tolerance, mindfulness, and emotion regulation skills and exercises to the student

body, maintaining mental wellness during quarantine

Legislative meeting with 28th District Assemblymember Evan Low:

Discussed a potential increase in mental health support/counselors in schools and the impact distance

learning has had on mental health funding priorities

Destigmatizing and bringing awareness to mental illness is

crucial, especially in times of social isolation. The Mental

Health Reform division of MAP has researched many

pressing issues this semester, such as the Veterans Affairs,

student mental health resources, and the impacts of

COVID-19. The Mental Health team also followed the AGE

model by splitting off into three sub-teams A (legislative

advocacy), G (grassroots actions), and E (education).
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GVP

Researched legislation

Peace officer training: gun violence restraining orders (AB 2616) - mandates a course of training for

law enforcement officials for peace training as well responding effectively in situations where filing

for a gun violence restraining order is necessary

Firearms: license to carry concealed (AB 2103) -  people applying for a conceal and carry license

would be required to complete a certified training course of at least 8 hours

Policy Proposal: Created legislation proposal that encourages the implementation of intervention

programs within communities and schools supported by two frameworks: preventative measures to

mitigate trauma and hardship through levels of programs, and promoting early intervention within

groups at the community and school level

GVP Junior Class presentations

Spoke with the junior teachers and got permission from teachers to give presentations to classes

Presented on the intersection of gun violence prevention and anti-racism, GVP and COVID-19

Background of Gun Violence prevention with Amendment and Supreme Court Rulings, identifying

gun violence as a public health issue

Planned for GVP Week in February

Looking for student speakers

A full panel of policy experts for speaker event

Adapting in person GVP Week to a virtual environment over Zoom

Wear Orange Awareness Day, student panel, art day for GVP, and Send Love to Parkland Day

Will be identifying a website to upload art, posters 

Legislative meeting with 28th District Assemblymember 

Discussed plans to revive ACR 115, Lending to 

          from awareness days to commemorate the 

          Parkland anniversary

     Evan Low:

          Gun-Related Businesses, or introduce as a new 

          bill from a different angle

Gun violence, as a public health issue, consistently threatens the right to life and

well-being ensured for every single person; every year, 100 Americans die from gun

violence. Since this has become such a prevalent issue, the Gun Violence Prevention

division of MAP has been working tirelessly to advocate for new legislation such as

community intervention programs, peace officer training on gun violence restraining

orders, and training requirements for conceal and carry licenses. GVP brainstormed

ideas for awareness campaigns throughout the year, just recently holding the GVP

Junior Class Presentations to educate their fellow students on the intersection of gun

violence prevention, anti-racism, and police accountability; in the future, they are

planning their third annual GVP Week to honor the week before the Parkland

anniversary. Within meetings, they split into teams focusing on Bill Research, Policy

Proposals, and Outreach/Event Planning. The entire team works  together on new

initiatives to share information with Mitty students.



A REMAP  OF  

OUTREACH  TEAMS
This semester, MAPx—MAP’s project-based outreach & civic education team—focused their

efforts on organizing a Voter Registration Week. In preparation, they created Mitty Minutes

that were broadcast to the school, filled with information on youth voting. They also put on a

presentation in collaboration with the Santa Clara County Registrar of Voters about the

election and created a page on mittyadvocacyproject.com that had held information on the

candidates’ policies and voter registration. MAPx is currently working on an Indigenous

People’s Rights campaign, which advocates for more Indigenous representation and

preserving Indigenous Peoples’ land.

MAPX

Indigenous Peoples’ rights campaign

Presentation and question-and-answer session with Stephanie Masta, an Indigenous

scholar and researcher of Indigenous Rights

Currently creating and developing presentations for Junior Social Justice classes to

discuss issues such as the lack of Indigenous People representation and the white savior

complex

Created Mitty Minutes and graphics about importance of preserving Indigenous land &

discussing cultural appropriation during Thanksgiving

Voter Registration Week

Guest speaker event in collaboration with Julia Santos, the Student Program Coordinator

from the Santa Clara County Registrar of Voters

Hosted information session to discuss new voting processes and more, with time for

questions and a student-led discussion

Created new voting page on the MAP website with student-created resources on                
registration, vote-by-

mail, how COVID will

impact voting,

California propositions

and measures, and

local candidates on

the ballot



A REMAP  OF  

OUTREACH  TEAMS
MAP Inc. is a new division of MAP this year that focuses on international advocacy,

networking, and curriculum. For international advocacy, MAP Inc. partners with Catholic

Relief Services (CRS) to enact legislative change that aids refugees and migrants in

countries throughout the world. In terms of networking, MAP Inc. aims to reach out to other

high schools across the nation to cooperate on legislative and outreach initiatives, and for

curriculum, they are creating and distributing a series of videos and pamphlets that teaches

other high schools how to begin advocacy programs of their own. This past semester, MAP

Inc. hostedMr. Ken Preston of CRS, who gave presentations on the issues facing refugees

and migrants abroad. To then divide up their tasks, MAP Inc. broke into two subdivisions: the

International Advocacy Team and the Curriculum Team. M
A
P
IN
C
.

International Advocacy Team

Watched CRS presentations and worked with Mr. Ken Preston, who

elaborated on the many issues facing refugees and migrants abroad

Researched the Global Child Thrive Act, which would provide

assistance to orphans and other vulnerable children in developing

countries

Wrote to VP-elect Kamala Harris and encouraged her to sign onto

this act

Found out that this act has been added to the NDAA, which has

passed in both Houses and is now awaiting the president’s

signature

Researched the Uyghur Forced Labor Prevention Act, which ensures

that U.S. entities are not funding forced labor on ethnic minorities

Planned an email to the senator who will be replacing VP-elect

Harris to encourage him/her to cosponsor this act

Started planning a meeting with a senator’s office for next

semester, regarding passing this legislation

Curriculum Team

Worked with CAMP to create and produce an introductory video to

advocacy, which explained how high school students could make a

difference in terms of legislative work and outreach

Began working with CAMP to create and produce a second video,

which explained the importance of communication, especially

regarding contacting legislators and utilizing social media

C O N T .



A REMAP  OF  

OUTREACH  TEAMS
CAMP is the newly formed creative division of MAP, which focuses on digital advocacy. This

year, due to virtual learning, CAMP has increased MAP’s online presence through

maintenance and expansion of MAP’s media infrastructure, now including Instagram, Medium,

carrd.co sites, Wix website, and more. During this semester, CAMP has carried out a series of

creative projects that are centered around raising awareness for a variety of important

issues.

C
A
M
P reMAP of the Semester

Coordinated with issue team leads

every week for list of key events from

the semester to highlight

Created Canva template to display

information for reMAP

Wrote summaries of events and bullet

points of updates for each issue team

Creative Forum

Contacted students for poetry,

artwork, and photos for the forum

Created Mitty Minutes and social

media promotional material to

advertise forum and gain new

submissions

Used Canva to create format to

display submissions

Archive Pages

Created 2019-2020 archive pages for

each issue team on Wix website and

coordinated with 2019-2020 leads

Added images and information to

each issue team page

Blog

Contacted students to write articles

about current events, societal

injustices, and the Black Lives Matter

movement

Edited articles and added

corresponding images

Created social media content to

announce new blog posts

Brainstormed ideas for new blog posts

C O N T .

Curriculum Video (with MAP Inc.)

Edited video clips and combined

them into a full video

Created animations and graphics for

the video

Used iMovie to combine audio files

with animations 

Carrd.co sites

Worked with MAP President Connor

Martin to create a general MAP login

carrd.co site; updated site every

week

Created a carrd.co site with self-

educational resources in partnership

with CJR

Infographics

Used Canva to create infographics in

support of the Black Lives Matter

movement

Created GIFs and animations to

accompany infographics



A REMAP  OF

W/�MAP�INC.

POLICY

W/�IMM

The Policy Consultants assist other issues teams by editing and updating their policy

proposals. Proposing legislation is one of the main ways MAP advocates for change and

helps spark new initiatives. Each of the issue teams has a unique set of proposals that the

Policy division has helped them research.

P O L I C Y  P R O P O S A L  O N  C R E A T I O N  O F

S T I M U L U S  A I D  P A C K A G E  T H A T  I N C L U D E S

U N D O C U M E N T E D  M I G R A N T  F A R M W O R K E R S

W/�ENVIRO

S B  1 0 3 5

A B  3 0 3 0

S B  3 3 9 2

W/�MHR
A B  2 5 7 9

H R  1 3 3 6

S B  3 7 4

W/�CJR

S B  7 3 1

A B  1 0 2 2

G C T  A C T  ( N D A A )

S . 3 4 7 1



GOOD
BYE
2020
HELLO
2021

THIS�IS�OUR�LANE.


